Investigation on Thermal Resistance and Capacitance Characteristics of a Highly Integrated Power Control Unit Module
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Abstract: With the increasing integration density of power control unit (PCU) modules, more functional power converter units are integrated into a single module for applications in electric vehicles or hybrid electric vehicles (EVs/HEVs). Different types of power dies with different footprints are usually placed closely together. Due to the constraints from the placement of power dies and liquid cooling schemes, heat-flow paths from the junction to coolant are possibly inconsistent for power dies, resulting in different thermal resistance and capacitance (RC) characteristics of power dies. This presents a critical challenge for optimal liquid cooling at a low cost. In this paper, a highly integrated PCU module is developed for application in EVs/HEVs. The underlying mechanism of the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies for the developed PCU module is revealed by experiments and simulations. It is found that the matching placement design of power dies with a heat sink structure and liquid cooler, as well as a liquid cooling scheme, can alleviate the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies in highly integrated PCU modules. The findings in this paper provide valuable guidance for the design of highly integrated PCU modules.
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1. Introduction

High-density integration has become a mainstream trend in the development of power control unit (PCU) modules for electric vehicles or hybrid electric vehicles (EVs/HEVs) [1–3]. Highly integrated PCU modules aim at integrating more functional power converter units into a single power module while taking up the smallest possible space. In the PCU modules of the Chevrolet Volt and Cadillac CT6, the power converter units, such as the charger and inverter, are integrated into a single module [4,5]. In a PCU module of a Toyota fuel electric vehicle, the power converter units, such as boost, power generation and motor drives, are integrated into a single module [6].

The integration designs of a better heat dissipation scheme and smaller thermal resistance, as well as a smaller difference in thermal resistance, are becoming the core of the thermal design of highly integrated PCU modules [7–10]. There are extensive research works on the thermal design of PCU modules, such as the double-side heat dissipation design [11–14], the power card design for optimal liquid cooling [15] by Toyota, and the calculation method for optimal control parameters of liquid cooling of a highly integrated PCU module [16].

In addition, since the heat sink structure dominates the heat-flow paths of power dies inside a PCU module, the optimal design of heat sink structures becomes an important part of the thermal design of a PCU module. There are many types of structural designs for heat sink in PCU modules, including microchannels, pin-fin and strip-fin structures. By
introducing these structures into a heat sink, the contact area between the heat sink and the coolant can be increased and the flow efficiency of coolant in the fluid space of the liquid cooler can also be increased.

Different shapes of pin-fin have been investigated [17], which showed that square shaped pin-fins can realize an optimal trade-off between cooling efficiency and pressure drop in the design of a liquid cooler. In order to achieve better cooling performance, various heat sink designs with straight cooling channels, wavy-shaped fins, as well as rectangular pin-shaped fins have been evaluated for automotive inverters [18]. It was found that the heat sink with rectangular pins can alleviate the thermal gradient at the surface of the heat sink by carefully placing the pins and dividing the coolant flow to the three power modules in a more uniform way.

Heat sinks with a pin-fin structure involve a simple manufacturing process, low pressure drops and large coolant flows. However, the temperature gradient of pin-fin structures is higher than that of microchannels. A microchannel design provides a larger contact surface area and achieves better cooling for power modules [19–21]. In addition, a two-phase cooling scheme [22–25] can also be used to enhanced heat dissipation in power modules. Two-phase cooling utilizes the phase change of liquid coolant to absorb heat, resulting in a much higher cooling efficiency [26].

The thermal integration design of PCU modules is evaluated by the RC characteristics of heat-flow paths of power dies. However, most previous works mainly focused on the overall heat dissipation efficiency or smaller thermal resistances. Research work on minimizing the difference in thermal resistance for different power dies in highly integrated PCU modules is rarely reported.

In a highly integrated PCU module, the current ratings of power converter units are possibly different and the types and parallel number of power dies in various units of a power converter are also different from each other. The placement of power dies is easily constrained by the spatial location of the circuit interface between various components and the overall architecture of the electrical control system. In addition, the design of a heat dissipation structure and fluid space inside a liquid cooler may also have additional impacts on the RC characteristics of different power dies. In the thermal design of a highly integrated PCU module, the placement of power dies and the structure of a liquid cooler, as well as the liquid cooling scheme can be independently optimized to improve the RC characteristics of power dies. However, it is challenging to implement such individual optimizations into the thermal design of highly integrated PCU modules. As a result, the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies are likely to exist in highly integrated PCU modules. Hence, high-density integration presents a critical challenge in the thermal design of PCU modules for EV/HEV applications.

It is of significance to understand the underlying mechanism of the distinct RC characteristics of power dies in highly integrated PCU modules. It is valuable to minimize the discrepancies in the RC characteristics of power dies, which is particularly important to the high-density integration of PCU modules. It is crucial to realize the liquid cooling scheme of highly integrated PCU module at a low cost.

In this work, a highly integrated PCU module has been developed. The underlying mechanisms of the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies is revealed by experiments and simulations. The paper is organized as follows. The developed PCU module and test platform of the RC characteristics are introduced in Section 2. The experimental results of the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies are presented in Section 3. The experimental results are discussed as are the underlying mechanisms in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. The Highly Integrated PCU Module and Test Platform for RC Characteristics

A photo of the developed PCU module is shown in Figure 1. Three functional units (power converter, boost converter, power generator converter and motor drives) are integrated onto a single liquid cooler. The current ratings for the units of the boost converter,
power generator and motor drives are 300 A, 450 A and 600 A, respectively. The footprint area of these power converter units is different. In addition, the inlet and outlet for coolant are both placed on the right side of the PCU module.

![Figure 1. The photo of the developed power control unit (PCU) module.](image1)

The circuit topology of the developed PCU module is shown in Figure 2. The power converter unit in the blue box is the boost converter (boost unit), the ones in the green box and red box are the power generator (GM_1 unit) and motor drives (GM_2 unit), respectively. There are three phases in each power converter unit. The circuit topology of each phase is a half-bridge configuration. There are two types of power dies on the upper-side or lower-side of each phase, which are the insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) and the anti-parallel fast recovery diode (FRD) dies, respectively.

![Figure 2. Circuit topology of the developed PCU module.](image2)

The 1st phase is the rightmost phase, the 2nd phase is the middle phase and the 3rd phase is the leftmost phase in each power converter unit. For example, the 1st phase of the GM_2 unit consists of I1 and I2 IGBT dies and d1 and d2 FRD dies, the 2nd phase of the GM_1 unit consists of I9 and I10 IGBT dies and d9 and d10 FRD dies, and the 3rd phase of the boost unit consist of I17 and I18 IGBT dies and d17 and d18 FRD dies.

Due to these designs, as shown in Figures 1 and 2, the coolant in the fluid space of the liquid cooler flows from the area corresponding to the 1st phase to that of the 3rd phase on the upper side, whereas it flows from the area relating to the 3rd phase to that of the 1st phase on the lower side.

There are many indicators of RC characteristics for power dies, such as a thermal impedance curve, pulse thermal resistance, cumulative structure function (SF), RC model and junction-to-liquid resistance ($R_{th,JL}$). SF is one of the most important indicators for RC characteristics, which is the thermal resistance and capacitance (RC) map of the heat-flow paths for measured power dies. In a RC map, the cumulative thermal capacitance ($C_{th}$) is plotted as a function of the cumulative thermal resistance ($R_{th}$) for the heat-flow path, which is measured from the point of excitation toward the ambient. The distribution of
thermal resistances and capacitances for each layer structure of the heat-flow path along the heat-flow direction can be distinguished from SF. Based on the SF, the \( R_{th, JL} \) for the measured power dies can also be acquired. \( R_{th, JL} \) is the cumulative thermal resistance of heat-flow paths from the power die (excitation point) to the cooling liquid (ambient). It describes the temperature difference along a heat-flow path from the measured power dies to the cooling liquid when the measured power dies have a power loss of 1 W.

As the main purpose in thermal design of highly integrated PCU modules, it is important to reduce the \( R_{th, JL} \) for power dies while minimizing the difference in \( R_{th, JL} \) among the power dies. It is particularly important to minimize the difference in \( R_{th, JL} \) between the upper- and lower-sides of power dies within a single unit of a power converter, as it is an effective approach to avoid overheating local power dies, and has a low cost under a same operation conditions.

The \( R_{th, JL} \) of power dies is measured using a MicReD Power Tester 1500 A, which is shown in Figure 3a. During measurement of thermal resistance, the heating and measuring current for power dies are 100 A and 100 mA, respectively. Figure 3b shows the testing conditions of the time intervals for the heating and cooling processes. A heating current of 100 A is applied to the measured power dies for 200 s; the temperature rise in the power dies is sufficient for the subsequent analysis of thermal resistance. It is also reasonable to compare the RC characteristics of power dies under the same test conditions. When the heating current is switched off, the measuring current is immediately applied to the measured power dies to acquire the temperature response of the measured power dies in the cooling process. A measuring current of 100 mA is also the optimal value from many trials. A larger or smaller value may affect the accuracy of the K-factor, thereby reducing the accuracy of the structure function. The duration of the cooling process is set to 300 s, which allows the heated power dies to return to ambient temperature under the conditions of the present cooling scheme. During the heating and cooling processes in the experiments, the volume flow rate of coolant (65% ethylene glycol solution) was set to be 10 L/min. These cooling parameters are consistent with actual operational parameters of cooling systems for the developed PCU module.

![Figure 3. Experiment platform for testing the resistance and capacitance (RC) characteristics of the PCU module: (a) testing equipment and (b) testing conditions.](image-url)

Before measuring the temperature response of power dies in the cooling process, the K-factor of the measured power dies must be calculated using a MicReD Power Tester 1500 A. The K-factor is a ratio that describes the linear relationship between the junction temperature of the power dies and the temperature-sensitive electrical performance parameter (TSEP) of the power dies. In experiments, the adopted TSEP for the IGBT and FRD dies was the saturation voltage of IGBT and forward voltage of FRD, respectively.

Based on the K-factor of the power dies, the curve of temperature response in the cooling process could be recorded by applying a measuring current of 100 mA to the measured power dies on a MicReD Power Tester 1500 A. Then, the curve of the temperature
response was analyzed using the post-processing software T3Ster Master. Eventually, the indicators of RC characteristics, such as SF and $R_{th,JL}$, were obtained. The RC characteristics in this paper mainly refer to the trend of changes in the difference of $R_{th,JL}$ (or SF) for power dies between the upper and lower sides, from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase.

3. Experimental Results

3.1. RC Characteristics of IGBT Dies

Figure 4 shows the SFs of the heat-flow paths of the measured IGBT dies, where the horizontal axis represents the cumulative thermal resistance ($R_{th}$) of the heat-flow path from the measured power dies toward the cooling liquid, and the vertical axis represents the cumulative thermal capacitance ($C_{th}$) of the heat-flow path from the measured power dies toward the cooling liquid.

For the IGBT dies of each phase, the SF curve on the upper side was basically the same as that of lower side in the first half of RC map, and it was different from that of the lower side in the second half of the RC map.

As shown in Figure 4, some SF curves of the upper side do not completely overlap with those of the lower side in the first half of the RC map. This is mainly related to the deviation in the manufacturing process of the PCU module, such as the deviation between the actual position of power dies and the design position, and the power dies and the heat sink are also likely to have different degrees of inclination after power dies are soldered, so that the actual structure of the solder layer between the upper and lower sides are not entirely consistent. These deviations are the main reasons why they cannot completely overlap.

Compared with the insignificant difference in the SF curves in first half of the RC map, the SF curves in the second half of the RC map for the power dies of the upper side are significantly different from those of the lower side. Due to this significant difference of SF curves in the second half of RC map, the $R_{th,JL}$ of the upper side is different from that of the lower side.

The difference in $R_{th,JL}$ between the upper and lower side appears to be an inconsistent trend of change from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase among the three units of the power converter. For units of GM_2 and GM_1, the difference of $R_{th,JL}$ between the upper and lower sides changes insignificantly from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase. For the boost unit, it rises significantly from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase. The difference in $R_{th,JL}$ in the 1st phase is 0.008 °C/W, as shown by the blue marks in Figure 4a, and it rises to 0.038 °C/W in the 3rd phase, as shown in Figure 4c. As a result, the difference in $R_{th,JL}$ between the
upper and lower side in the 3rd phase of the boost unit is higher than that of the GM_1 and GM_2 units.

3.2. RC Characteristics of FRD Dies

Figure 5 shows the SFs of the heat-flow paths for the measured FRD dies. For GM_1 and boost, the SF curve of the upper side overlaps with that of the lower side in the first half of the RC map and appears different from that of the lower side in the second half of the RC map. This RC characteristic of FRD dies is similar to that of the corresponding IGBT dies. However, for GM_2 the SF curve of the upper side is same with that of the lower side in the whole RC map. This RC characteristic of FRD dies in GM_2 is different from that of IGBT dies in GM_2.

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. SFs of heat-flow paths for the measured anti-parallel FRD dies under heating current of 100 A: (a) 1st phase, (b) 2nd phase, (c) 3rd phase. The solid and dashed lines represent the SFs of the upper side and lower side, respectively, while the red, green and blue lines are standard for GM_2, GM_1, and boost, respectively.

Since the SF curve of the upper side overlaps with that of the lower side in the RC map, the difference of $R_{th, JL}$ between the upper side and the lower side in GM_2 is close to zero for FRD dies. The difference of $R_{th, JL}$ in GM_2 changes little from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase.

For FRD dies in GM_1, the $R_{th, JL}$ of the upper side is larger than that of the lower side of all three phases. The difference in $R_{th, JL}$ between the upper side and lower side does not change much from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase.

However, the RC characteristics of the FRD dies in the boost unit are different from that of the FRD dies in GM_1 and GM_2. As shown in Figure 5, although the $R_{th, JL}$ of the upper side is larger than that of lower side in the 1st phase, the $R_{th, JL}$ of the upper side is a little less than that of the lower side in the 2nd phase, and is much less than that of the lower side in the 3rd phase.

Figure 6 shows the trend of changes in SF curves for FRD dies of boost unit from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase, where the SF curves of the three phases are added to one graph and aligned with the thermal resistance of heat-flow path. The SF curve of the upper side moves to the left whereas the SF curve of the lower side moves to the right in the RC map from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase. This makes the RC characteristics of FRD dies in the boost unit significantly different from the FRD dies in the GM_1 and GM_2 units, and even more different from the corresponding IGBT dies in the boost unit.

Table 1 shows the $R_{th, JL}$ of FRD dies in the boost unit. It was found that from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase, the $R_{th, JL}$ of the upper side reduced from 0.492 °C/W for d13 to 0.466 °C/W for d17, and the $R_{th, JL}$ of the lower side increased from 0.474 °C/W for d14 to 0.513 °C/W for d18. Consequently, the difference in $R_{th, JL}$ between the upper and lower sides for the FRD dies increased dramatically to a maximum value of 0.047 °C/W in the 3rd phase of the boost unit.
In summary, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, the SF curve of the power dies on the upper side basically coincides with that of the lower side in the first half of the RC map and it is different from that of the lower side in the second half of the RC map. This means that the heat-flow paths probably appear significantly different between the upper side and the lower side in areas that correspond to the heat sink of the structure and its contact area with the coolant.

In addition, the RC characteristics of IGBT dies are different from those of FRD dies. For RC characteristics of IGBT dies, the $R_{th,JL}$ of the upper side is less than that of the lower-side, and the trend of change in the difference of $R_{th,JL}$ from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase in boost unit is different from that of other units. The difference of $R_{th,JL}$ between the upper side and the lower side changes little from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase in GM_1 and GM_2. However, the difference of $R_{th,JL}$ between the upper side and lower side changes a lot in the boost unit from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase, it increases from 0.008°C/W to 0.038°C/W.

For the RC characteristics of FRD dies, the trend of the change in $R_{th,JL}$ is more complex. Firstly, the $R_{th,JL}$ of the upper side is same as that of the lower side in GM_2. Secondly, the $R_{th,JL}$ of the upper side is larger than that of lower side in the GM_1 unit. Thirdly, the $R_{th,JL}$ of the upper side is larger than that of lower side in the 1st phase of the boost unit, whereas the $R_{th,JL}$ of the upper side is less than that of the lower side in both the 2nd and 3rd phases.

4. Discussion

4.1. Placement Design of Power Dies on Heat Sink

These inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies shown in Figures 4–6 are closely related to the high-density integration of the developed PCU module. Due to the constraints from the high-density integration of the PCU module, three power converter units are placed on the heatsink with a limited footprint and the parallel-connected power dies with high current ratings and the small-footprint of DBC have to be adopted. Figure 7a shows the whole placement design of power dies inside the developed PCU module. The types of power dies in the boost unit are same with those of GM_2, but the parallel number of power dies is different. Another type of power dies is used in the GM_1 unit; the parallel number of power dies is two.
As shown in Figure 7a, as a trade-off strategy for placing the components, which are related to power terminals on the side of “AC” power terminals, and reducing the parasitic parameters of electrical connections with DC-link capacitors on the side of “DC” power terminals, the direct bond coppers (DBCs) deviate as a whole from the center line for the fluid space of the liquid cooler, the FRD dies of the upper side are placed on the area which is closer to the isolation structure of the liquid cooler for the upper side and lower side (see the blue area). The area directly below the FRD dies of the upper side is closer to the isolation structure of the liquid cooler than that of the lower-side. Since the footprint size of the FRD dies in GM_2 and boost units are larger than that of the GM_1 unit, the part of the area directly below the FRD dies in GM_2 and boost even overlap with the isolation structure of the liquid cooler.

Figure 7b shows the heat-flow paths from the power dies to the coolant in a cross section of A–A. When the heat dissipates from the power dies to the coolant, it goes through the 1st solder layer between power dies and DBC, DBC, the 2nd solder layer between the DBC and heat sink, and heat sink in turn, and eventually transfers to the coolant. In order to enhance the heat dissipation efficiency of the contact area between the coolant and surface of the heat sink, a strip-pin structure is introduced to the bottom of the heat sink. As shown in Figure 7b, the strip-fin structure of the heat sink dominates the whole heat-flow path from the power dies to the coolant. When coolant flows in fluid space, which is formed by both the heat sink and liquid cooler, the size of the contact area between the heat sink and coolant, which corresponds to the heat-flow paths of power dies, may be different from each other. This will cause a difference in the convection coefficient of the contact area for different power dies. The discrepancy in the convection coefficient of the contact area will results in different RC characteristics for power dies. Hence, the footprints of power dies and the lateral expansion of heat-flow paths for power dies in a
strip-fin structure, as well as the speed of the coolant in the corresponding contact area, will influence the RC characteristics of power dies.

The cross-sectional area perpendicular to the heat-flow direction is different for the various units of the power converter (see Figure 7a) because of the different footprint sizes and parallel numbers of power dies. The material and structure of each layer are the same along with heat-flow paths (see red arrows in Figure 7b). Hence, the convection coefficients for the corresponding contact area of the heat-flow paths are significantly different among three power converter units. These have two consequences. The first is that the SFs are significantly different among the three power converter units, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The second is that the $R_{th, JL}$ of the boost unit is much higher than that of the other units.

The FRD dies of the upper side are placed in the area that is closer to the isolation structure of the liquid cooler. The presence of the isolation structure reduces the convection coefficient of the contact area between the heat sink and the coolant to a certain extent. This is one of the reasons that the $R_{th, JL}$ of the upper side is higher than that of the lower side for FRD dies.

Figure 8 shows the placement design of power dies in the boost unit. It is worth noting that the IGBT18 is placed in the area that is directly above the edge of the strip-pin structure. The lateral expansion of heat-flow paths in the strip-fin structure of the heat sink for IGBT18 is also weakened. The corresponding contact area between the strip-pin of the heat sink and the coolant for IGBT18 decreases. Consequently, the $R_{th, JL}$ of IGBT18 is much larger than that of IGBT17 by 0.038 °C/W in the 3rd phase of the boost unit, as shown in Figure 4c.

![Figure 8. The placement design of power dies in the boost unit.](image)

The coupling of heat-flow paths for parallel power dies will also affect the size of contact area between the heat sink and coolant. For a single phase in GM_1 or GM_2, the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the heat-flow direction of the upper side are not significantly different from that of the lower side (see Figure 7b), but their SFs exhibit distinct characteristics between the upper side and lower side for both IGBT and FRD dies. These are attributed to the different lateral couplings of heat-flow paths for the parallel power dies due to the inconsistent placement design of parallel power dies on a heat sink.

Figure 9 shows the placement design of power dies in GM_1 and GM_2, where the green lines are the wireframe of the liquid cooler. The number of parallel power dies are two for every phase in GM_1 and GM_2, but the spacing of the parallel power dies is different from each other.
Figure 9. The placement design of parallel power dies in GM_1 and GM_2, where the green lines are the wireframes of strip-fin structures of the heat sink at the bottom.

For FRD dies, although the spacings of parallel FRD dies on the lower side are less than those of the upper side, the spacings of the parallel FRD dies on the lower side are still large enough that the lateral coupling of heat-flow paths can be neglected. The difference in the heat-flow path coupling for parallel dies is small between the upper and lower sides. However, for IGBT dies, due to the limit of the small footprint of DBC and large size of IGBT dies, the spacing is relatively small. The lateral coupling of the heat-flow paths for parallel power dies cannot be neglected.

Table 2 summarizes the footprint size and spacing of the parallel IGBT dies. The spacing of the parallel IGBT dies on the upper side is larger than that of the lower side, the lateral coupling of heat-flow paths for the parallel IGBT dies of the lower side is stronger than that of the upper side. Consequently, the $R_{th,JL}$ of the lower side is higher than that of the upper side for IGBT dies in GM_1 and GM_2, as shown in Figure 4.

Table 2. The footprint size and spacing of parallel IGBT dies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Converter Unit</th>
<th>Boost</th>
<th>GM_1</th>
<th>GM_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Footprint size (mm)</td>
<td>16.0 × 12.0</td>
<td>12.0 × 11.6</td>
<td>16.0 × 12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing on upper side (mm)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing on lower side (mm)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The different spacings of parallel power dies between the upper and lower sides are the result of high-density integration designs of PCU modules. Since the location of the circuit interface for various components and the overall architecture of electrical control systems have been given, the design of power terminals is constrained in a PCU module. Firstly, the structure of power terminals is not uniform and the distance between them is different. Secondly, “DC+” and “DC−” power terminals are placed on one side of a PCU module and the power terminals for “AC” are placed on other side of the PCU module. In order to realize a half-bridge configuration on DBC with a limited footprint size, the partial area of DBC on the lower side has to be sacrificed for power transmission from “DC+” power terminals to DBC of the upper side. Consequently, the spacings of parallel IGBT dies on the lower side have to be reduced as much as possible. As shown in Figure 9 and Table 2, the spacing of parallel IGBT dies on the lower side is only 1 mm, whereas it is 4 mm for GM_2 and 3.8 mm for GM_1 in the upper side.

The placement of power dies inside a PCU module (as shown in Figures 7–9) is constrained by the placement of DC-link capacitors and the overall architecture of PCU module, as well as the different footprint sizes of power converter units. The non-optimal placement design of power dies on a heat sink will cause a discrepancy in the RC characteristics of power dies. It is important to match the placement of power dies with the
heat sink structure to shrink the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies in highly integrated PCU modules.

4.2. Cooling Scheme of PCU Module

Compared with placement design of IGBT dies, the spacings of parallel FRD dies are large enough in GM_1 and GM_2. The lateral expansion of heat-flow paths does not result in significantly different couplings for the parallel FRD dies between the upper side and lower side. However, the RC characteristics of FRD dies are significantly different from those of IGBT dies.

On the other hand, FRD dies of the upper side are placed in an area that is closer to the isolation structure of the liquid cooler. The lateral expansion of heat-flow paths in the strip-pin structure area of the upper side is weakened because of the isolation structure of the liquid cooler. The $R_{th, JL}$ of the upper side should be larger than that of the lower side for all units of a power converter. However, not all the experimental results obey this; only the experimental results of GM_1 confirm it. The $R_{th, JL}$ for FRD dies of the upper side is almost the same as that of the lower side in the GM_2 unit (see the red lines in Figure 5). The $R_{th, JL}$ of the upper side in the boost unit is lower than that of the lower side by 0.005 °C/W for the 2nd phase and by 0.047 °C/W for the 3rd phase. These are probably related to the flow efficiency of coolant in the fluid space of the liquid cooler. In other words, in addition to the placement of power dies, the structural design of the liquid cooler and the liquid cooling scheme also affect the RC characteristics of power dies in highly integrated PCU modules.

For the developed PCU module, the coolant flows from the upper side of the GM_2 unit to the upper side of the GM_1 and boost units in turn, then it flows into the lower-side of the boost unit, enters the lower side of the GM_1 and GM_2 units in turn, and finally flows out of the outlet. The fluid speeds of the coolant in some local space of the liquid cooler may be different.

Figure 10 shows the simulation results of the flow speed of coolant in the liquid cooler. In the simulation, the conditions, such as power loss of dies, initial flow rate and temperature of coolant at the inlet of the liquid cooler, are consistent with those of previous experiments.

As shown in Figure 10a, the coolant flows faster in the fluid space that corresponds to FRD dies of the upper side in the boost unit; furthermore, the flow speed of coolant gradually increases in the fluid space along the flow direction of the coolant from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase. The increase in the flow speed of coolant will increase the convection coefficient of the corresponding contact area between the coolant and the surface of heat sink, and the thermal resistance will be reduced. The part of SF curve that is parallel to the vertical axis will appear in the area of lower thermal resistance in the RC map; that is, the 2nd half of the SF curve tends to move to the left in the RC map. This feature of SF curves is observed in experimental results of the boost unit, and is shown in Figure 6 (see solid lines).

As shown in Figure 10, the flow speed of coolant in the fluid space that is related to the FRD dies of the lower side in the boost unit changes little and maintains a relatively low value along the flow direction of coolant from the 3rd phase to the 1st phase. This means that the influence of different flow speeds on the SF curves of the lower side is negligible. However, since the d18 FRD die is placed in the area that is closer to the edge of the strip-fin structure (see Figure 8), the lateral expansion of the heat-flow path in the strip-pin structure of the heat sink is limited. The related convection coefficient is reduced. On the other hand, the speed of the coolant in the fluid space of the left of the strip-fin structure is much faster than that in the fluid space corresponding to the FRD die, d18. The convection coefficient of the contact area for d18 will probably also be influenced by the faster flow of coolant on the left side of the strip-fin structure. Therefore, the SF curve of d18 moves to the right (see the dashed line in purple in Figure 6) compared with FRD dies d16 and d14.
As shown in Figure 10b, the flow speed of coolant in the fluid space which corresponds to FRD dies of the upper side in the GM_2 unit is higher than that of the lower side. Hence, the $R_{th, JL}$ of FRD dies in the upper side of the GM_2 unit that should have been higher is reduced, so the difference of $R_{th, JL}$ for FRD dies between the upper and lower sides of GM_2 are negligible and are shown in Figure 5 (see red lines).

Above all, the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies are related to the placement design of power dies and the structure of a liquid cooler, as well as the liquid cooling scheme of the developed PCU module. In order to facilitate the layout of various components and realize the optimal electrical connection with power terminals for a given overall architecture of an electrical control system, several trade-off strategies are adopted in the design of the developed PCU module.

Firstly, the “DC+” and “DC−” power terminals are placed on one side of PCU module and the “AC” power terminals are placed on the other side of the PCU module. In order to realize the half-bridge configuration of the DBC with a limited footprint size, the partial area of DBC on the lower side have to be sacrificed to transmit power from power terminal of “DC+” to the DBC of the upper side. Consequently, the spacings of parallel IGBT dies on the lower side are much smaller than those of the upper side. This results in the $R_{th, JL}$ of the parallel IGBT dies on the lower side being higher those of the upper side.

Secondly, the layout of components that are related to “AC” power terminals and the optimal electrical connection between the DC-link capacitors and “DC” power terminals cause the DBCs (direct bond copper), as a whole, to deviate from the center line for the fluid space of the liquid cooler. Therefore, the FRD dies on the upper side are placed on the area that is closer to the isolation structure of the liquid cooler than that of the lower side. As a result, the $R_{th, JL}$ of the FRD dies on the upper side is higher than that of lower-side. The I18
IGBT dies have to be placed on the area that corresponds to edge of the strip-fin structure. This results in a much larger $R_{th,JL}$ for I18 IGBT dies in the boost unit.

Thirdly, the inlet and outlet are placed on the same side of the PCU. Based on the present designs of the liquid cooler and liquid cooling scheme, the flow speed of coolant in the fluid space which is corresponding to FRD dies of upper-side is higher than that on the lower side. On the other hand, along the flow direction of coolant, the flow speed of coolant in the fluid space which corresponds to the FRD dies on the upper side in the boost unit gradually increases. Consequently, from the 1st phase to the 3rd phase, the difference in $R_{th,JL}$ between the upper and lower sides for FRD dies of the boost unit appear more complicated than those of the GM_1 and GM_2 units.

5. Conclusions

In order to obtain a better thermal performance of PCU modules, the placement of power dies and the structure of liquid cooler, as well as a liquid cooling scheme, were optimized independently to improve the RC characteristics of power dies. However, it is challenging to implement individual optimizations in the thermal design of highly integrated PCU modules. As a result, the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies are likely to exist in highly integrated PCU modules.

In this work, it was found that the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies are the results of trade-offs in structural designs of highly integrated PCU modules. As the spacings of the parallel IGBT dies on the lower side are lower than those on the upper-side, the $R_{th,JL}$ of the parallel IGBT dies on the lower side is higher than that of the upper side. Due to the limited lateral expansion of heat-flow paths in the strip-fin structure of the heat sink, the $R_{th,JL}$ of FRD dies on the upper side is higher than that on the lower side, and the $R_{th,JL}$ for I18 IGBT dies is higher than that of other IGBT dies in the boost unit. Due to the constraints from the designs of the liquid cooler and the liquid cooling scheme, the RC characteristics of the FRD dies in the boost unit are significantly different from the FRD dies of GM_1 and GM_2, and from the corresponding IGBT dies in the boost unit.

High-density integration brings a critical challenge for the thermal design of PCU modules. This work also revealed that it is important to match the placement of power dies with the heat-sink structure and the liquid cooler, as well as the liquid cooling scheme, in the design of highly integrated PCU modules. The matched design will alleviate the inconsistent RC characteristics of power dies and reduce the cost of liquid cooling for highly integrated PCU modules in EV/HEV applications. It is suggested that if the local strip-fin structure of a heat sink is optimized accordingly, these discrepancies in the $R_{th,JL}$ of power dies could be reduced.
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